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Valley and Ridge, Blue Ridge, and
Piedmont physiographic provinces in the
eastern United States
Super-Scenic Motorway: A Blue Ridge Parkway History

Waterfalls of the Blue Ridge
"'Til death do us part" could be closer than the bride
realizes in Victoria Gilbert's tantalizing fifth Blue Ridge
Library mystery. The pursuit to acquire a rare
illustrated book turns deadly, and on the eve of her
upcoming wedding, library director Amy Webber is
drawn into a web of treachery and betrayal that could
derail her happy day--and maybe just claim her life.
Planning a wedding can be murder--sometimes
literally. At a party celebrating their upcoming
nuptials, Taylorsford, Virginia library director Amy
Webber and her fiancé Richard Muir discover the body
of art dealer Oscar Selvaggio--a bitter rival of their
host, Kurt Kendrick. Both had been in a heated battle
to purchase a rare illustrated volume created by
William Morris's Kelmscott Press, so suspicion
immediately falls upon Kurt. Amy knows that Kurt has
a closet-full of skeletons from his past--but she can't
believe he's guilty of murder. Amidst an avalanche of
wedding preparations, Amy begins an investigation
with the help of her aunt Lydia Talbot and the new
mayor of Taylorsford, Sunshine "Sunny" Fields. Much
to Lydia's dismay, her boyfriend, art expert Hugh
Chen, becomes convinced of Kurt's guilt and launches
an investigation of his own. As the case hits painfully
close to home, the stakes become impossibly
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high--and the danger all too real.

Wildflowers of Blue Ridge and Great
Smoky Mountains
The music and dance traditions of North Carolina's
Blue Ridge Mountains are legendary. Residents
continue a musical heritage that stretches back many
generations. In this lively guidebook, noted folklorist
Fred C. Fussell puts readers on the trail to discover
the many sites in western North Carolina where this
unique musical legacy thrives. Organized by region
and county, Blue Ridge Music Trails of North Carolina
welcomes readers into the rich worlds of bluegrass,
old-time, gospel, and string band music, as well as
clogging, flatfooting, and other forms of traditional
dance. The book, a project of the North Carolina Arts
Council and its partner, the Blue Ridge National
Heritage Area, features a CD with more than 20 songs
by musicians profiled in the book, historic recordings
of the region's most influential musicians spanning
nine decades--available for the first time here--and
songs based on true stories of love, crime, and
tragedy set in the North Carolina mountains. Includes:
* driving directions * maps * venue contact
information * color photographs and profiles of
prominent mountain musicians * informative sidebars
on musicians and performance styles * a CD with 20
music tracks

The Blue Ridge Mystery
Using full-color photography and expertly crafted
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prose, Wildflowers of the Blue Ridge and Great Smoky
Mountains turns a day hike or drive through our
nation's most beautiful and rugged expanse of
forested mountains into an object lesson in the
stunning beauty of nature.

Midwife of the Blue Ridge
The Boy Scouts of the Silver Fox Patrol travel from the
North to the Blue Ridge Mountains of North Carolina
and explore some of the mysteries of the famous
mountain range.

80th "Blue Ridge" Infantry Division
Tweetsie, the Blue Ridge Stemwinder
The Giant of the Blue Ridge
Blue Ridge Breezes
Our Cousin Veronica, Or, Scenes and
Aventures Over the Blue Ridge
Winding over the crests and through the valleys of the
southern Appalachian highlands between Shenandoah
and Great Smoky Mountains National Parks, the Blue
Ridge Parkway offers the traveler a natural spectacle
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unsurpassed for complexity and grandeur. This book
is a lively and compact on-the-spot guide to the
region's features, geological history, and natural
inhabitants--from its plants, insects, and fish to its
reptiles, amphibians, birds, and mammals.

The Boy Scouts in the Blue Ridge
"Blue Ridge Country" by Jean Thomas. Published by
Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited
and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers
and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.

Engineering News
An outstanding & comprehensive history takes you
from Argentan to the Rhine River. The photographs &
maps alone tell the story of the BLUE RIDGE DIVISION.
Includes more than 600 biographies plus overseas
cemeteries list & the men interred in them. Indexed.

Highland Hopes
Blue Ridge Parkway Guide Volume 2
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A Naturalist's Blue Ridge Parkway
A Murder for the Books
Shelved Under Murder
State Hiking Series Each guide includes: - Hikes suited
to every ability - Accurate directions to popular as
well as less-traveled trails - Up-to-date trail
descriptions with mile-by-mile directional cues Detailed trail maps and GPS coordinates - Difficulty
ratings, average hiking times, and best hiking seasons
for each hike - Trail Finder for best hikes with dogs,
children, great views, or wildlife viewing - Information
on fees and permits, contacts, events and attractions,
restaurants and accommodations, canine
compatibility, and more - Zero-impact and wilderness
safety tips and techniques *** The year 2010 is the
75th anniversary of the Blue Ridge Parkway, and this
new edition of Hiking the Blue Ridge Parkway is an
indispensable resource for anyone who uses the
Parkway—America's most heavily visited unit of the
National Park system—as a portal to the Southern
Appalachian experience. Including the best trails in
the national forests, state parks, and private
preserves that line the 469-mile scenic road, this is a
single-volume solution for the serious explorer,
whether on foot or in a car.

Bound to Fight
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Copyright date 1996; previously published: Doubleday
& Co., 1976.

Behind the Blue Ridge
Gruhn's Guide to Vintage Guitars
The Parkway extends 469 miles from its terminus in
Rockfish Gap, Virginia, to the Great Smoky Mountains
National Park in Cherokee, North Carolina. Each mile
brings new surprises, as the traveler encounters
forests, barrens, and breath-taking panoramas.
Ranger and naturalist William Lord takes the
interested reader through the Blue Ridge, mile by
mile, mountain by mountain, as he describes the
wonders of wildlife that abound in this National Park.
From the Shenandoah Valley to the spectacular
whitewater gorge of the Nantahala, this guide gives
both the novice traveler and the experienced explorer
another reason to travel the Blue Ridge Parkway once
again.

Railway Age
Spanning the border between Virginia and North
Carolina, the Blue Ridge Parkway is the most heavily
visited unit of the National Park system. These short,
easy hikes will entice the more than twenty million
annual visitors to stretch their legs and hit the trail. Ata-glance information and maps will help readers
determine which hikes are the best for them.
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Super-scenic Motorway
Reports. Bound Ed
Waterfalls of the Blue Ridge, now in its fourth edition,
combines the pleasure of hiking with the wonder of
one of nature's most captivating sights: waterfalls.
Outlining hikes that feature more than 110 waterfalls
in the Blue Ridge Mountains, this guide has been
updated with 30 new waterfalls, updates to existing
routes, and new photos. Offering something for hikers
of every level of experience, waterfalls range in
height from 10 to 500 feet, some requiring no hike at
all while others include hikes of up to 10 miles. In this
guide, today's most experienced guidebook author
Johnny Molloy teams up with Nicole Blouin along with
Marilou and Steve Bordonaro to introduce hikers to
waterfalls spanning two states, four national forests,
three national parks, and eight state parks all
throughout the Blue Ridge.

Heart of the Blue Ridge
Blue Ridge library director Amy Webber learns it
wasn't all peace and love among the "flower children"
when a corpse is unearthed on the grounds of a
1960s commune. Taylorsford Public Library director
Amy Webber's friend "Sunny" Fields is running for
mayor. But nothing puts a damper on a campaign like
an actual skeleton in a candidate's closet. Sunny's
grandparents ran a commune back in the 1960s on
their organic farm. But these former hippies face
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criminal charges when human remains are found in
their fields--and a forensic examination reveals that
the death was neither natural nor accidental. With
Sunny's mayoral hopes fading, Amy sets her wedding
plans aside, says "not yet" to the dress, and uses her
research skills to clear her best friend's family. Any of
the now-elderly commune members could have been
the culprit. As former hippies perish one by one, Amy
and her friends Richard, Aunt Lydia, and Hugh Chen
pursue every lead. But if Amy can't find whoever
killed these "flower children," someone may soon be
placing flowers on her grave.

Best Easy Day Hikes Blue Ridge Parkway
A stirring debut novel ?of love, struggle, and savagery
on America?s colonial frontier? (Bernard Cornwell).
They call her Dark Maggie for her thick black hair, but
the name also has a more sinister connotation. As the
lone survivor of an attack on her village, she was
thought to be cursed?and unfit for marriage. Maggie
is also gifted with quick wits and skilled in medicine,
trained as a midwife. Venturing to the colonies as an
indentured servant, she hopes to escape the
superstitions of the old country?and find a home of
her own. But what she discovers is a New World
fraught with new dangers.

Bound for Murder
"Gruhn's Guide to Vintage Guitars" is the most
extensive and detailed list of specifications ever
published for identifying, dating, and establishing the
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authenticity of an instrument. This new edition is
enlarged and updated, making it once again the
essential guide enabling collectors, dealers, players,
and fans to determine the authenticity, rarity, and
relative value of vintage acoustic and electric guitars,
basses, mandolins, banjos, and amps. "Gruhn's
Guide"'s thoroughness, detail, and clear organization
have made it without peer, the must-have tool for
discerning an instrument's manufacturer, model, and
date - and most importantly, whether it is in original
condition. Quote: 'you will not find a better guide, nor
one that is so easy to use' - "Vintage Guitar"
magazine.

Virginia at War, 1865
Autumn leaves aren’t the only things falling in the
historic Virginia village of Taylorsford—so are some
cherished memories, and a few bodies. October in
Taylorsford, Virginia means it’s leaf peeping season,
with bright colorful foliage and a delightful fresh crew
of tourists attending the annual Heritage Festival
which celebrates local history and arts and crafts.
Library director Amy Webber, though, is slightly
dreading having to spend two days running a yard
sale fundraiser for her library. But during these
preparations, when she and her assistant Sunny
stumble across a dead body, Amy finds a real reason
to be worried. The body belonged to a renowned
artist who was murdered with her own pallet knife. A
search of the artist’s studio uncovers a cache of
forged paintings, and when the sheriff’s chief deputy
Brad Tucker realizes Amy is skilled in art history
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research, she’s recruited to aid the investigation. It
doesn’t seem to be an easy task, but when the state’s
art expert uncovers a possible connection between
Amy’s deceased uncle and the murder case, Amy
must champion her Aunt Lydia to clear her late
husband’s name. That’s when another killing shakes
the quiet town, and danger sweeps in like an autumn
wind. Now, with her swoon-inducing neighbor Richard
Muir, Amy must scour their resources to once again
close the books on murder in Shelved Under Murder,
the charming second installment in Victoria Gilbert’s
Blue Ridge Library mysteries, perfect for fans of Jenn
McKinlay and Miranda James.

Hiking the Blue Ridge Parkway
Special Printing of Developmental
Mathematics Modu Les 5 and 6 Geometry
Bound As One Book for Eastern Kentucky
University
Bar and grille owner Cody Parker is the no-nonsense
leader of a weekly gathering of the leather
community-a powerful, respected man guaranteed to
make all the bottom boys beg. He sees red at even
the mere mention of Kennedy Marks. Having escaped
a terrifying childhood, Kennedy Marks is now a
beloved Blueridge Junction police officer. Until
recently, Kennedy has never questioned his role in
intimate relationships. He knows Cody hates him, and
the feeling is very much mutual. Neither man can
explain why they despise each other. But when an
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unexpected kernel of desire takes root in Kennedy's
mind, that ever-present animosity begins to waver.
Can the two allow themselves to explore the reasons
behind their hatred and cross that thin line between
love and hate? *Bound to Fight is a male/male
romance meant for ages 18] due to adult themes,
language, and situations.*

The Blue Ridge Parkway by Foot
Blue Ridge Music Trails of North Carolina
Engineering News-record
Blue Ridge Country
Fleeing a disastrous love affair, university librarian
Amy Webber moves in with her aunt in a quiet,
historic mountain town in Virginia. She quickly busies
herself with managing a charming public library that
requires all her attention with its severe lack of funds
and overabundance of eccentric patrons. The last
thing she needs is a new, available neighbor whose
charm lures her into trouble. Dancer-turned-teacher
and choreographer Richard Muir inherited the
farmhouse next door from his great-uncle, Paul
Dassin. But town folklore claims the house’s original
owner was poisoned by his wife, who was an outsider.
It quickly became water under the bridge, until she
vanished after her sensational 1925 murder trial.
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Determined to clear the name of the woman his greatuncle loved, Richard implores Amy to help him
investigate the case. Amy is skeptical until their
research raises questions about the culpability of the
town’s leading families including her own. When
inexplicable murders plunge the quiet town into
chaos, Amy and Richard must crack open the books to
reveal a cruel conspiracy and lay a turbulent past to
rest in A Murder for the Books, the first installment of
Victoria Gilbert’s Blue Ridge Library mysteries.

Stonewall in the Valley
Blue Ridge Parkway Guide Volume 1
One of the premier tourist attractions of the eastern
United States, the Blue Ridge Parkway stretches from
Shenandoah National Park in Virginia to the Great
Smoky Mountains National Park in western North
Carolina. This volume relates the author’s one-of-akind backpacking trip along the 469-mile road, along
with his observations and recollections regarding the
Parkway, the most visited unit of the National Park
Service. Beginning with his experience as a summer
college intern, the book also covers the twelve years
he spent working as a ranger on the Blue Ridge
Parkway. Anecdotal history and accounts from some
of the Parkway’s earliest rangers complete this tale of
one of our country’s national treasures. The appendix
contains a chronological, mile-by-mile re-creation of
Pegram’s 2003 trek, including the names of all the
Parkway landmarks mentioned in the book.
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Game and Fish Conservationist
"Heart of the Blue Ridge" by Waldron Baily. Published
by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited
and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers
and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.

Railway Age Gazette
The Parkway extends 469 miles from its terminus in
Rockfish Gap, Virginia, to the Great Smoky Mountains
National Park in Cherokee, North Carolina. Each mile
brings new surprises, as the traveler encounters
forests, barrens, and breath-taking panoramas.
Ranger and naturalist William Lord takes the
interested reader through the Blue Ridge, mile by
mile, mountain by mountain, as he describes the
wonders of wildlife that abound in this National Park.
From the Shenandoah Valley to the spectacular
whitewater gorge of the Nantahala, this guide gives
both the novice traveler and the experienced explorer
another reason to travel the Blue Ridge Parkway once
again.

The Camp, the Battle Field, and the
Hospital
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Abby Porter is determined to escape the confines of
her mountain home and her strained relationship with
her father.

A Deadly Edition
By January 1865, most of Virginia's schools were
closed, many newspapers had ceased publication,
businesses suffered, and food was scarce. Having
endured major defeats on their home soil and the loss
of much of the state's territory to the Union army,
Virginia's Confederate soldiers began to desert at
higher rates than at any other time in the war,
returning home to provide their families with
whatever assistance they could muster. It was a dark
year for Virginia. Virginia at War, 1865 closely
examines the end of the Civil War in the Old
Dominion, delivering a striking depiction of a state
ravaged by violence and destruction. In the final
volume of the Virginia at War series, editors William
C. Davis and James I. Robertson Jr. have once again
assembled an impressive collection of essays
covering topics that include land operations, women
and families, wartime economy, music and
entertainment, the demobilization of Lee's army, and
the war's aftermath. The volume ends with the final
installment of Judith Brockenbrough McGuire's
popular and important Diary of a Southern Refugee
during the War. Like the previous four volumes in the
series, Virginia at War, 1865 provides valuable
insights into the devastating effects of the war on
citizens across the state.
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Heart of the Blue Ridge
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